At present time the computational models based on solution of perturbation potential flow are widely used to solve the Neumann's problem on the surface of a lifting body. Employing surface paneling discretization of the potential according to the curvature of body and wake surfaces, Fredholm's second kind integral equation is solved numerically, regarding the dipole strength of potential.
Introduction
The present method belongs to the surface panel methods based on a body perturbation potential function. The surface panel method has gradually become the most used one after being applied to steady incompressible fluid flow for nonlifting bodies by Hess and Smith1) and for lifting bodies by Morino2). Its simplicity of principle and numerical procedure in combination with the remarkable power of present computers has made easy the modelling of many engineering tasks. The main problem to be solved in this method is a suitable discretization scheme of the potential distribution on the surfaces of wing and trailing wake. The existing discontinuity of perturbation potential between them is solved using the simple correspondence introduced by Morino between the potential difference of body panels next to the trailing edge and the potential of the wake strip.
There are many schemes of potential discretization in different cases of fluid-body interaction problem and specially for screw propellers.
The most popular one is the cosine panel generation scheme on the body and experimental aligned wake surface, first introduced by Kerwin3) and Hoshino4). Using this discretization the potential dipole strengths are solved on the body and wake surfaces. In order to estimate the relevant tangential velocity on the body surface, the current methods apply second or third degree polynomial approximation of the potential of each panel by means of surrounding panels in a regular mesh. In case of an inner, boundary or corner panel, the relevant fixed scheme is utilised for choise of neighbouring panels used. However in the regions with high surface curvature or crossflow presence, such fixed approximation scheme often causes abnormal jumps of the estimated velocity5). Our experience indicates that by using Dirichlet's principle as a criterion it is possible to approximate the perturbation potential more flexibly to avoid abnormal velocity jumps, as well as to adjust the panels disposition with local flow direction. The present general potential approximation is done using Taylor's series expansion through potential values on surrounding arbitrarily situated panels. These panels are determined locally according to the imposed condition for minimization of estimated velocity. This approach may be applied to any discretization scheme, as well as to approximate the velocities and streamlines at any point on the body surface.
Formulation of perturbation potential for lifting body
Under the assumptions that fluid flow is incompressible, inviscid and irrrotational, the fluid motion is determined by Laplace's equation : ( 
where EP is the fluid occupied solid angle from infinitely small sphere surrounding analysed point P. Since surface continuum has different physical nature the following boundary conditions should be introduced :
(Neumann's) boundary condition on body surface SB :
where Vi is inflow velocity. boundary condition on wake surface Sw : ( 4 ) continuity condition between body and wake in their separation region (trailing edge) , introduced by Morino :
Since trailing wake follows flow streamlines, this condidion could be used only for points Q lying on streamlines.
pressure at the trailing edge type of Kutta condition : 
Thus the problem of estimation of velocities using current discretization scheme is reduced to determination of the number NR, fixing radius of local approximation, as well as minimising the integral criterion V.
The procedure for implementing these parameters consists of the following steps :
Step 1: Projection of control points into normalised 2d parametrical space ( u, v), used for determination of points neighbourhood relations, regardless the mesh density on both dimensions.
Step 2 : Initial setting of minimal N Rmzn (about 5) and maximum number N Rmax of used surrounding points.
Step objects are used in order to describe body geometry and potential distribution. In each topologically isolated region (hub, wake, suction and pressure sides) basic objects (points and theirs normal, tangential and twist vectors) and derived objects (curves and surfaces) are defined. The next step consists of a unification in a global model using the topological relations between them. The main objective of this approach is to ensure direct correspondence of geometrical model with flow separation on hub, suction and pressure sides of the body, as well as downstream wake.
The following relations between objects are applied :
Topological : unifying and arranging N basic objects from same i-th region in a set Si. Geometrical : defining metrical dependencies between the basic objects in order to create the derived ones.
Using these relations in each set the scalar Fmkp or vector R mp p functions are defined using polynomial Presentation with parameters ui, u2,...., um : (13) where M is the number of dimension of {Si}, K is degree of polynomial in one dimension and P is the number of basic objects in {Si}. These values should be co-ordinated with the symmetry of dimensions (M), the required smooth approximation degree (K) and the available objects (P). In classical polyhedral notation the geometrical relations are defined using first degree polynomial functions only (creating lines and planes) , and they are classified as edges and facets according to their topological relations in global body structure.
2 Surface parametrization
Objects relations could be defined using their proper projection in 1d and 2d parametrical spaces. Since the main task of this method is to estimate the potential distribution on body surface, it is convenient to find surface parametrizations for polynomial presentation of body geometry, as well as for potential approximation.
Therefore the following parametrizations are introduced :
Wing parametrization : chord length (•Ý) of wing sections and span distance between them (r in Fig. 2 , y in Fig. 3 ). Using this parametrization the suction and pressure surfaces of propeller or wing are approximated separately using bicubic polynomial :
in conformity with Eqs. (13 For the computed lifting bodies M=16 and N=14 on each side and for propeller 4842 I N=9. This distribution concentrates panels nodes symmetrically on the nose and tail of each section wing profile, as well as on tip and near to hub regions of the propeller. This is due to the bigger surface curvature there than those of midchord and midspan regions. The relevant Cartesian coordinates of node points as well as any point on the surface can be computed using Eq. (14) . The propeller hub is discretized using hemiellipsoidal form in axial direction and symmetrical circumferential generation of nodes for the upstream part. The downstream part circumferential angular coordinates are generated hellically with the pitch of the root of the propeller.
4 Discretization of the downstream wake
The basic assumption used in modelling the wake form is that wake is streamsurface of the perturbed outflow, leaving the trailing edge. According to the potential continuity condition ( 5 ) the wake discretization model consists of strips emanating from trailing edge with constant dipole strength (Fig. 1) . In case of wings the planar wake model is adopted, and for the propellers (Figs. 4 and 5 ) the experimental wake model of Hoshino10) is used, which applies a fourth order polynomial approximation to the variation of radial positions and pitch (discussion of ref.10)) in the transition part of wake, where the contraction of slipstream is examined, and linear approximation to ultimate wake tip radius. Due to the empirical basis of this approximation, its reliability should be verified in each propeller case.
5. 5 Calculation of flows on and around lifting bodies After estimation of the potential derivatives with respect to u and v, the relevant velocity Cartesian components are computed by the derivatives chain rule and Eqs. (15) (16) (17) 
This integration is performed over polyhedron models using the same planar decomposition of panels and analytical estimation of induced velocity from each planar subpanel according to ref.7) and Stokes-BiotSavart law. When the estimated point lies on the subpanel boundaries the analytical solution is not possible and the numerical quadrature is used.
6. Calculation of the streamlines on body surface
The flow streamlines are obtained by using the velocity field, which has been defined in 4.2 and surface smooth spline presentation, defined in 5.2. The velocity vector should be tangential at any point of the streamlines and therefore the process of calculation is performed using forward difference stepwise scheme with estimation of the subsequent (i+1) -th point coordinates ( Fig. 6) : (22) where 1 is the prescribed length of streamline discretiza- Step 1 : The first and last sections of the existing (conventional) paneling, bounding wing tips, are not changed.
Step 2 : Calculation of the streamlines on the suction side using potential discretization of the existing paneling. This streamlines have the same initial points on the leading edge and different (especially near to the tips) end points on the trailing edge compared to the conventional mesh.
Step 3: Iterative calculation of pressure side streamlines changing initial points on leading edge in order to achieve coincidence of the final points on the trailing edge of both sides streamlines. This is possible, since from Eq. correspond to the physical case of asymmetrical flow on wing sides and joint wake creation on the trailing edge (Figs. 9 and 10) .
Step 
where v is distance from the initial point on leading edge to the orthogonally projected streamline point on line, connecting streamline ends.
Step 5: Estimation of parametrical node points coordinates and topological relations of new polyhedron models with asymmetrical wing sides. The resulting SAR (streamline adapted repaneling) mesh will be symmetrical to middle span for unswept rectangular wing and asymmetrical for swept wing (Fig. 9) and propellers ( Fig. 10 ) due to the twisted geometry and hub influence on streamlines.
2 Wings and propellers with rounded tip
The above algorithm for streamline adapted repaneling emphasises the joint wake creation at the trailing edge without special treatment of the tip. However the tip region of many wings and propellers connects smoothly the trailing and leading edges and therefore embraces the regions involved in wake creation and Kutta condition satisfaction, as well as regions with streamlines involved only in the tip vortex creation. The computed and existing streamlines and vortex dence with experimental results (Fig. 12 (b) (c) ) at a high Reynolds number is good. The change of streamlines due to the change of attack angle is important, in order to verify the agreement of repaneling mesh with the new position of tip vortex. The experimental data in Fig. 11 (b) for the change of position of tip vortex when the attack angle is changed with 9°, and computed relevant change of suction side streamlines in tip region are similar. When the SAR algorithm was applied to rounded tip wings, we observed that the pressure side tip streamlines from the leading edge tend directly to the tip. In order to use the generated streamlines for repaneling of the tip region the following assumptions are introduced : 1. Tip vortex trajectory follows the suction side streamline, starting at highest span position at leading edge and passing around the tip, finishes at the trailing edge (suction side vortex streamline) (Fig. 13 (b) ) ; 2. Due to the viscosity the actual tip vortex detachment point is taken downstream approximately at half of angular inclination of suction side tip vortex streamline end. This point is trailing edge final point ( Fig.  13 (b) ) ; 3. On the pressure side, there is a vortex streamline finishing at tip vortex detachment point on the trailing edge ( Fig. 13 (a) to the middle of angle inclination of leading edge initial point of pressure side vortex streamline. The resulting SAR mesh (Fig. 13) is asymmetrical to the tip, due to the opposite inclinations of the vortex streamlines used and to the fact that the suction and pressure side mesh tips move to opposite directions. This method was applied also to a DTRC propeller 411914) ( Table 1 and Fig. 14) . The streamlines (Fig. 15) have similar to the elliptical wing inclinations near to the tip and the above procedure is applied to SAR mesh creation for the propeller design advanced coefficient case. This mesh and resulting tangential velocities in panel control points are shown on Fig. 16 . In contrast to the curvature depending panel generation of conventional mesh, here using specific inclinations of the streamlines near to the mesh tips, the relevant strip panel sizes are changed as to coincide with the suction side mesh tip on the trailing edge. On the other hand the pressure side mesh tip is replaced by an equally distributed set of points to obtain better correspondence with the propeller tip form. From Fig. 16 (b) it is seen that the tip velocity vectors from strips surrounding the The adjustment of the boundary surface panels with surface flow direction, introduced by the present method, and relevant asymmetry of the panels strips on the pressure and suction side (Fig. 17 (c) ), leads to a potential discretization scheme, similar to the simple wing profile flow case. In wing profile flow case (Fig.  17(a) ) it is assumed that the tangential velocity direction coincides with the panel length. However in real flow case the presence of cross flow imposes specific panel arrangement to obtain such coincidence. Since the surface flow velocity indicates the direction of the change of the dipole strength of potential, subsequent panels of the same SAR strip smoothly approximate the potential in the same direction. This similarity with the wing profile flow exists also in the implementation of Morino-Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
For the simple wing profile flow case at trailing edge ( Fig. 17 (a) ) Morino-Kutta condition uses the difference between the total potentials : After pressure type Kutta condition is applied , the velocities V.us and V.-become equal then E equals to zero. When symmetrical non-flow-adapted mesh is applied to 3d case (Fig. 17 (b) ) , S direction is common for both upper and low panels. Since the pressure type Kutta condition imposes equality of velocities modulus 
the discretization error is reduced to :
According to Eq. (33) after pressure type Kuta condition is applied at trailing edge, the discretization error of SAR equals to zero, by analogy with the wing profile flow case. The accuracy of Eqs. (32) satisfaction could be used as a criterion for SAR mesh estimation, another criterion is coinsidence between mean velocity vector 1m, and wake vorticity vector y.
. Discussions
The presented comparison of fluid flow on and around various lifting bodies with different geometry includes circulation and pressure distribution, the open water characteristics and the velocities induced in the surrounding space.
9 . 1 Circulation distribution and induced velocity field For the analysed steady lifting problem the circulation F around the body is equal to the potential jump across the wake surface, and relevant lifting coefficient 
The experimental data on Fig. 21 (Fig. 14 vs. Fig. 10 ) . to the more precise computation of the pressure at the tip region, where the created torque is the biggest.
For both propellers in all cases of change of inflow velocity the design advance coefficient SAR mesh is applied, but nevertheless the torque coefficients are better than those of conventional mesh.
. Conclusion remarks
Here we present a new surface panel method using 
